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PROGRAM FOR THE SUPERIOR CLASS OF ENGLI8H.
l.
GENERAL

OBSERVATIONS.

What does english grammar teach?-lnto
how many parts is it
divided?- What are they?- What does orthography include and teach?What does syntax teach?-How is a knowledge of orthography usually
obtained?- What does orthography mean?- What deos etymology teach?
-What
does it include?-What
is language?-What
is an flrticulate
sound- What are letters? ~ ·What are the letters of the english language
called?-What does each constitute?-How are letterll divided?-What
is a vowel?-Which are they?-How many do they make?-When are
w and y consonants? when vowels?- vVhat is a consonant? Give an
example. Which letters are consonants?-How are the consonants divided?-What is a mute?-Which
are they?-What
is lJ, semi-vowelPWhich are they? - Which of the semi-vowelsare called liquids and why?What is a diphthollg?-Give an example-What is a triphthollg? Give
an example-What is a proper diphthong?-What is an improperdiphthong? Give an examplo- What is a syllable? mOllosyllable?dissyllable?
trisyUable? polysyllable?- What are words?-Of how many sorts are
they?- What is a primitive word? Give an example- What is a derivativo
words? Give an example- What does an elementary sound produce?What do syllables produce? Words? Sentenees?-What is a sentellce?
How are sentences divided?-What
is a simple sentellce?-Compound
selltence? Give an example of each-How are the members of sentences
divided? Give an example- vVhat is a phrase?- vVhat are the principal
parta of a simple senümce?- What is the subjet? the attribute? tho
object?- What does the nominative case denote? and where is it usually
placed in a sentence? Give an example-Of how many parts does syntax
consist?-What are they?-What is concord?-Governmellt?

n.
OF NOUN8.

What does the word noun mean? - What is a noun? Give an
example-How many different kinds of nouns are there, and what are
they?- What does the word cornrnon mean?- What is a commonnoull?Give an example- What doesproper mean?- What is a proper nOUll?Give an example-Are proper nouns used as such in the plural?- Why
cannot proper names have a plural?- What do they become whell so
used? Give an example.- What kinds of nouns are Spaniard, Americans, Spaniards '1- What efi'ect does the use of articles have on c'ommon
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is a noun of multitude, or 3 colective nonn? Give an
is an abstract noun? Give an example-What belong

lII.
PERSONo

When is a noun of the first person? Give an example.
When is 3 noun of the second person? Give 3n example.
When is a noun of the third person? Give an example.

IV.
GENDER.

What does the word gender mean?- What is génder as applied tú
nouns?-What
does the word masculine mean?-What
the masculina
gender ofnouns denotes? Give an example-What doeafeminine mean?
-What
doea the feminine gender denote? Give an exaI!lple-What
doea the common gender denote? Give an example- What does neuter
mean?- What does the neuter gender denote? Give an example. What
is said of nouns naturally neuter, in respect to gender? Give an example-How many gendera do nouna have, and what are thy?-How many
methods are there in english of distinguishing sex?

V.
NUMBER.

What does the word number mean?- What does the number of
llOUne show?- What does singular mean?- What does the singnlar
llumber of nouns imply?- What doea plural mean?- What does the
plural llumber ofnouns imply? Give 3n example-How are wlwat gold &.a
used?-How are bellows, lungs &,a used?-What is said of deer sheep &'"
-JIow many numbers do nouns have and what are they-How is the
plural number regularly formed? Give an example- When do we add es
to form tha plural? Give an example- What is the plural of loaflWhat is the rule for it?-Will you spell the plural oí delay, valley?What is the rule for forming these plurals- Will you spell the plural of
beauty1-Rule
for tha plural~Do man, woman, form their plural s
regularly, or irregularly?

VI.
CASE.

What is tha mening of the word case.?- What is meant by the case
oí nouns?-How many cases have nouns, and what ara they?:-- What
does nominative mean?-What is the nominative case? Give an example-What do you understand by the subject oí a verb? Illustrnte it by
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nn example- What doespossessive? mean?- What does the possessive
case denote? Give an example-How may this case be distinguished froro
the other case?-How do nouns in the singular forro their possessive
case? Give an example-How do nouns in the plural?-When the plural
noun does not enclin s, how is its possessive formed? Give an exampleWhen the singular ends in ss, how is the possessive case formed? Give
an exarople-How is the possessive case of nouns ending in nce formed?
Give an example- Why is not the s added?- What does the word obj"ective
mean?- What does the objective case of nouns denote? Give an example.
What does the declension of nouns mean?-Will
you decline motlter?
man? brotlter! ltat?- Will you repeat the rule for the possessive c¡¡.se?
Rule l-ln the sentence, "John's wife returned," will you parse Joltn's?
wife? returned?- Why is Jolm's in the possessive case?- What kind of a
verb is returned?-Why?-In
what case is wife?-Why?-In
the phrase,
"Brothers estate,"does one brother, or more, than one, own the estate?
-Why cannot you tell?-If only one brother is meant, how should the
apostrophe be placed?-How, if more than one?-In the phrase, "Man!!'
happiness," why is it incorrect for the apostrophe to follow the s?- What
is the rule for forming the possessive case of nouns?- Will you now parse
man's?-We
spell the possessivecase of man thus, m-a-n- (apostrophe) 8,
will you in like manner spell the possessive of John'? William? Rujus'l
women? boys?
VII.
OF ARTIeLES.

What is an article?-What
does de.finite mean?-What
is the
called?- Why? Give an example- What does indejinite means?- What is
a or an called? Why? Give an example-How roany articles are there?
Name them-When does a become an? Give an example-But ifthe h is
sounded, which is to be used? Give an example-Do we say, "a union"
or "an union" "a university?"- Why?-Do we say "a one," "an one?"
Why?-What
does the article a mean? Give an example-What
is the
rule for the indefinite article? Rule II- What exception to this rule?
Rule IIJ. In the sentence, " the bird flies swiftly," how do you parse the!
bird' siwiftly?-Would
you say, "a ulcer" or "an ulcer?"--:Why?
VIII.
OF ADJECTIVES.

Wha.t is the meaning of the word adiective?- What is an adjective,?
Give an example-How many degrees of comparaison are there?-Will
you name them?-What does the positive degree do? Give an exaJ!1ple.
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What does the comparative degree do? Give an example- What does it
imply?-What
does superlative mean?-What
does the superlativa degree do? Give an example- What does it imply?- What is a monosyllable?
How are monosyllables compared? Give an example-How are dissyllables
compared?
What e:!fectdo less and least have on adjectives?- What is a dissy11able?- Will you spell the comparative and superlative degrees of able?
Which are the mutes?-How do words of more than two syIlables almost
invariably form their comparisoni'-Is perfeot compared?- Why?- Will
you name several others that are not compared?-How is the superlative
formed in the word upper?- What is the e:!fectof ish added to adjectives?
Give an example- What is the force of very in comparison?- vVhat are
numeral adjectives? Give an example-Are they compared?- Will you
Bpe11the comparative and superlative degrees of good? ill? much? little?
When is an adjective to be considered a noun?- Wha't is the rule for the
adjective?-Rule IV. In the phrase, "John is sincere," how do you parse
John? is? sincere?- Why is sincere in the positive degree?- Why do you
ca11ís a neuter verb?-Is it correct to say "A lesser evil?- 'Vhy not?Will you parse and correct the following inaccuracies in comparison as
,.1read them to you?" "He is intelligenter" "She is the most wisest"
A worser evil" "William is abad boy " J oseph is a worser one"
"He gave a more stronger proof of the fact than the other" " The pleasures of the mind are more preferable than those of the body" "That
table is round, but this is a rounder one, and that is the roundest of tho
three" "This is more square" "A more greater concern" "The most
fairest of aU the daughters of Eve" "His mother's extremest joy."
{¡

IX.
OF PRONOUNS.

What does the word pronoun signify?- What is a pronoun- Why
is a personal pronoun so called?-How many personal pronouns are there
and what are they?- Why is this number said to inelude a11the pronouns?
-:-Which is the first person? the second? the third?-To
which of the
pronouns do w~ apply genderP- Why is not gender applied to the first
and second person?- Which is masculine? which is feminine? which
neuter?-How many cases have pronouns, and what are they?-How
many numbers?- Will you decline I? tlwu? ho? she? it?-Of what number and person is mine? ours? me? wef they? tMne? you? yours.~-Of what
gender, number, and person is he? she? it? Of what number, person, and
case is they! OUTS'this? hers? míne't-In what atyle were mine and tMne
formerly used?
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X.
COMPOUND

PERSONAL

PRONOUNS.

How are the compound personal pronouns formed?- What is the
rule for the agreement of personal pronouns in the phrase, "J ohn found
his knife"?-How
do you parse John?-Will
you parse ./ohn in the
phrase, "J ohn found his knife- Will you parse found? Ms? knife?

XI.
OF ADJECTIVE

PRONOUNS.

What are adjective pronouns?- Why are they so called?-By what
other name have these pronouns been called?- Will you give an example
in which these words resemble pronouns?-One in which they resemble
adjectives? - Into how many sorts may these pronouns be divided,
and what are they?-What
is a distributive pronoun?-Why
is it so
called?- Which are they?- What does eac!¿ refer to? Give an example.
What does every relate to? Give an example-What
does either relate
to? Give an eX8.mple- What does neither mean?- What does demonstrative mean? - What are demonstrative pronouns?-Which
are they?
Which are singular?- Which plural?- What do this and these refel'
to?-What
do that and t!wse refer to? Give an example- "\Vhat does
indejinite mean?-What
is an indefinite pronoun?-Which
are they?
Will you decline otl¿er- Will you decline one?- What note do you apply
in parsing adjective pronouna? Note 1. In the phrase, "These two books."

XIII.
OF RELATIVE

PRONOUNS.

What is a relative pronoun?-Will you name them?-When
do we
use which, in speaking of persons? Give an example-When may tI/at
be used?-What
is the antecedent oí a pronoun? Give an example-Is
that al lways a relative? Give an example.- When is that an adjective
pronoun? Give an example- When a conjunction? Give an example.
How roany different parts of speech may that represent?- vVhat is the rule
for the agreement ofrelative pronouns?-·Will you parse that in the phrase,
"That roan?" In the sentimce, "That man is happy who lives virtuously,"
will you parse who?- Will you now take the book, and parse and write the
remaining exercises?

XIV.
OF CONPOUND

AND INTERROGATIVE

PRONOUNS.

Will you repeat those sentences which mean the same as "Itook
what you gave me?"-Whatwords,
then, does what stand for?-Why
is wkat a pronoun?- Why a compound pronoun?-How
may 1vkat, be
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described?- Will you give th1'ee examples of compound pronouns formed
by annexing ever 01' 8oever?-What is the meaning of annexed?-When
are wlw, which and what called interrogatives?-What
are the nouns
called, to which interrogatives refer?- 'Vhat is the meaning of subscqtlCnt?
Why so called?-In the ph1'ase, "Whom did yon .see," which word is the
subseqnent?- When are what, which and that adjective pronouns? Give
an example.- Which of the relatives are sometimes interrogative adjective
pronons? When?- When 1 say, "What! 1'obme of my money, and then
take my life?" in what sense is what used?-In the sentence "Iwillleave
what is useless," how do you parse 'tohat? is? useless?-What does what
stand for?-Do yon parse it as one word 01'two? What two?

XV.
OF THE VERB.

What is the meaning of verb?- Why so calIed?- What is a verb?What is an active verb?- What is always its nominative? Give an example- What is the meaning of transitive? of intransitive?-How
may
active verbs be divided?- When is an active verb transitive? Give an
example-When is an active verb intransitive? Give an example-What
is the meaning ofpassive?-In the example, "J ohn is beaten by Williams,"
which is the verb?- Why?- What kind?- Why?- Which word is the
object?- Why?- vVhat, then, is a passive verb?- Which is the nominative to a passive verb, the agent 01'the object?-Is the nominative to an
active verb, active 01'passive? Give an example-Is the nominative tú a
passive verb active 01'passive? Give an example--In what particular is
the passive voice a convenient form of expression? Give an exampleWhat is the meaning of neuter?- What is a neuter verb? Give an example-How many kinds of verbs are there, and what are they?

XVI.
MOOD OR MODE.

What is the meaning of moodf- What is mood?- What is the meauing of indicative1-Wat
is the indicative mood used for? Give an
example- What is the meaning of potential?- What is the potential
mood used for? Give an example- What is the meaning of subjunctiveJ
In what mood is, "If he desire it? "-How is the term subJunctive limited?- What is the snbjunctive mood used for?-How many different
forms has it? Give an example of each-In what tense are the verbs be
and is?-In what mood is each with the conjnnction if before it?-What
does, "If he be studious," mean, as it respects time?- What tense, then,
is referred to?- What does, "If he is poor," mean, in respect to time?What idea, then, is implied in the one form?- What two ideas in the
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other form?-With what does the verb ís correspond?-How is the verb
varied in the common form ofthe snbjunctive mood?- Whycalled common?
How varied in the subjunctive form?-Why called subjunctive?-How is
this distinction limited?-How are the remaining tenses varied?-When
do we use the subjunctive form?-Will you conjugate the verb lave in
this form, in the present tense?- When do we nse the common form?Why is the conjunction if used most frequently in the subjunctive mood?
- What does, "He will not be pardoned unless he repent," mean?What, then, is understood?-What
is always understood in this form?
How maya verb in the indicative mood be converted into the subjunctive?-How can the potential be changed to the subjunctive? Give an
example-In what mood is, "J ohn mind yourstudies?" Why?- What
is the meaning of imperativef-How
many particulars does this mood
embrace?-Why
so many?-What,
then, is the imperative mood used
for? Give an example of commanding? one of entreating? one of exhorting? one of permitting?-How
many persons has this mood?-What
person is it?-Has this mood any past tense? Why?- When 1 command
a person, when, if at all, must the performance of the command take
place?-When, 01' in what time, must the command itself be given?-Has
this mood, then, any future tense?-How many tenses, then, has it?-How
many persons?-What is the meaning of infinitive?-In
what mood is
sing, in the phases, "J ohn begins to sing," and "J ohn beginest to
sing? "-In what particulars is this mood reckoned not to be limited?What, then, is the infinitive mood used for?- What is the usual sign of
this mood?-Is it always expressed? Give an example-How is the sign
to to be parsed?-Why
parsed with the verb?-How many moods are
there, and what are they?
XII.
üF TENSE.

What is the meaning of present?- What does the present tense express? Give an explample-" Seneca reasons well." What tense is employed here. Why?-Do we say, "there is or there was no God?" Why?
What is the meaning of imperfect?-How came this term to be used, to
denote an action past and finished?- What does the imperfect tense
express? Give an example-Meaning of perfect?- What does the perfect
tense express? Give an example-What do both the perfect and imperfect
denote?-How does the former denote it?-How does the latter? To what
may the perfect tense in general be applied?- What exception is mentioned?-Do we say, "Cicero wrote," or, "has written poems? "Cicero wrote
or has written orations?- Why?- What is the meaning of plusperfectl
What does the plusperfecttense express? Give an example.-Meaning of
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future- What doesthe first future express? Give nn example- Why called
first future?-What
does the second future express? Give an example.
How many tenses are there in all, and what are they?

XVII.
OF

PARTICIPLES.

What part of speech does laborinq resemble? Give an example.
What is the meaning of participle?-From
what are a11participles derived? Give an example- What is a participle?- When 1 say, te John is
writing" what does writing show?-What,
then, may itbe called?-What
then, is a present participle?- What does this participle always end in n?
Give an example.-Are aU words ending in inq participles? Give an exampIe of nouns of this termination? of adjectives?-How, then an the participle be distinguished? Give an example-ICThe Ietter is written."- What
does the participle written show here?- What, then, may it be called'
What is a pertect participle?-How
may this participle always be known'
Give an example-Havinq
written, havinq 8ung.- Which are the perfect
participles here?-"John
havingwritten his Ietter sealed it?" Which took
place first, the writing or sealing ?-Of what 5s this participle composed 1
- What:then may it be called?- What does havinq written denote in reference to time andaction ?-What may it thence be called ?-What does a
compound perfect participIe expresa ?-How is this participIe formed'
Give an example.

XVIII.
FORMATION OF THE PASSIVE VERB.

8tri1cinq, struc1c,havinq struc1c. Here are three different participles:
can you tell which is the present ?- Why? perfect? Why? Compound perfect? Why?- What kind of a participle is struck ?-How do you know
this?-Of what verb is the verb is a variation-Will
you form a passivve
verb with is and struck?-" J ohn strikes J oseph "-How may the scnse of
this sentence be expressed by a passive verb?- Wha t ad vantage docs the use
of the passive verb often afl'ord us ?-To what does it contribute ?- What
will always compose one part of a passive verb ?- What the other part ?What fact is mentioned as worthy oí notice 1-How are a11the passive
verbs formed?

XIX.
OF THE

AUXILIAR~

VERB.

What is tha meaning of auxiliaryf-What
are auxiliary verbs?Will you name them?- What verbs are used both as auxiliary aDd prin .•
cipal yerba?
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xx.
SIGNS

What
What
What
What
What

is the
is the
is the
is the
is the

OF THE MOODa.

sign of indicative mood? Give an example.
sign of the potential mood? Give an example.
sign of the subjunctive mood? Give an example.
sign of the infinitive mood?_Give an example.
sign of the imperative mood? Give an example.

XXI.
SIGNS

OF THE

TENSES

OF THE

INDICATIVE.

What is the sing of the present indicative? Give an example-Sign
of the imperfect? Give an example-Sign ofthe perfect? Give an example.
Sign of the pluperfect? Give an example-Sign
of first future? Give an
example-Sign of the second future? Give an example-How many tenses
has the indicative mood? the subjunctive? the potential? the infinitive?
the imperative?

XXII.
CONJUGATION

OF VERBS.

What doee 'Voice mean in grammar?-Meaning
of confugationWhat is the conjugation of an active verb styled?- What the conjugation
of a passive verb?- When are verbs called regular? Give an exampleWhen is a verb called irregular? Give an example-What mood doesthe
subjunctive resemble in its tenses?-What
exception?-How does the
second future differ?- Will you explain the difference?- What is the sign
of subjunctive mood?-Is it always expresed? Give an example- Will you
supply the conjugation?-In what did the second person singular of aH
verbs formerly end? Give an example-Meaning of jormerly-By
whom
is this termination still retained? In what writings?-Meaning of Bacred
Bcriptures- What forro ofthe third person singular obtained till recently?
Give an example-Meaning of obtainedf Of recently?- What is the rule
by which yerba govern the objective case? Give some examples-" If ha
be learned." Will you parse if he be learnedf- Why in the subjunctive
mood?-Why in the subjunctive form?

XXIII.
OF

IRREGULAR

VERSo

When is a verb called irregular?- Will you name the present and
imperfect tenses, also the perfect participle oí go, begin, arise break
drink and jorget f-Will you correct, in accordance"with Note VI, the
fol1owingexa.mples? "J ohn has wrote." "He done it well." "Ria copy
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was wrote well." "The sun risen yesterday in a cloud." "The birds have flew
away."-All the irregular verbs according to the Ollendorff's Grammar .
. XXIV.
GOVERNMENT

OF THE

INFINITIVE.

"John begins to read." In what mood is to read'l Why?-By what
is it governed? Why?-" He is beginoing to read." What governs to read
in this case?-" He is eager to learn." What governs to learn in this case?
Why?-" He has an opportunity to learn?" What part of speech governs
to learn in this example? Why?-" There is an opportunity for him to
learn." What does the infinitive here follow? By what, then, is it governed?- What, then, may be regarded as a rnle for the government of the
infinitive?-"James
begins to learn." Will you parse James! begins to
learn--:-;-W)lat is the infinitive here governed?-What
is the note for
this? VII.

xxv.
P ARTICIPI.A.L

ADJECTIVES.

What is a participle?-"The
sun is setting." What is setting. To
what, then, does setting refer? Rule XIII-"
James is beating by John."
Will you parse John arid beating f Rule XIV -Instead of saying. "By
the observing these rules," what should Isay? Why? Note VIII.
XXVI.
OF THE AUXLI.A.RY VERBS.

Which are the auxiliary verbs?- What is an auxiliary verb?- What
a principalone?-When
are be, wUl, have, and do principal verbs? Give
an example of each-What efi'ecthave do and did in sentences? Give an
example- Will you give an example in which the repetition of the principal verb is unnecesary?-What do may and might express?-What is
the use of must?-What
does will intimate in the first person singular?
plural? Give an example-In the second and third persons? Gi.,e an
example- What does shall intimate in the first person? Give an example.
In what particular is the translation of the foIlowing passage incorrect?
" Surely goodness and mercy shaIl foIlow me a11the days of my life; and
Iwill dwell in the house of the Lord for ever"....:....Whatdo shall and will
denote in intprrogative sentences; as, "ShaIl 1 go? Will you go?- What
do would and should primarily denote?
XXVII.
OF DEFECTIVE

VERBS.

What are defective verbs?- Will you mention the principal ones,
with their imperfee tenses?- Which are not varied?-How are ought and.
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quoth always used?-How can you tell when ought is in the presenttense?
When is it in the imperfect tense? Give an example of each tense- When
is toflatten transitive, and when intransitive?-How, then, are verbs, often
used?-How can an intransitive verb become transitive? Give án example-What
does to cast mean? Meaning ofto cast up-When may the
preposition be reckoned a part of the verb?-How should it be considered
inparsing?-W~at
is a neuter passive verb? Give an example.
XXVIII.
OF ADVERBS.

What is the meaning of adverb?-To
what is the adverb joined?Fór what purpose?---:How many different parts of speech does it qualify?Which are they?- What is the definition oí an adverb?-Are adverbs
compared?-Will you compare wisely, soon?-How are they compared?Some adverbs are not regular in their comparison?- Will you name one?.....,..
Will you name four or five adverbial phrases?- When are they to be considered adverbial phrases-Is the article the ever joined to an adverb?For wha.t purpose?-How came most words ending in ly to be considered
adverbs? Give an example-How can we determine between words ending
in ly whether ornotthey are adverbs?-What rule do you apply whenyou
parse Rn adverb? IX-When
should we use adverbs? Note IX-When
adjectives? Note IX.
XXIX.
OF PREPOSITIONS.

What is the meaning of prepositions'!- What are prepositions?With what are verbs not unfrequently compounded? Give an exampleWhere is the preposition more frequently placed? Give an example- Will
you repeat the rule respecting the government of nouns by prepositions?
X-" J ohn lives within his income" Will you parse within income'!- Use
of tha prepositions.
XXX.
OF

CONJUNCTIONS.

What is a simple sentence?-Give an example-A compound sentence? Give an example- Why called compound?-Meaning of cOl1Junction-What
is a conjunction?-Meaning of copulative-What
is the use
of copulative conjunction?- Will you repeat the list of copulative conjunctions?-What
does dis;'unctive signify?-What
does the disjunctive
conjunction connects? Will 'Jon repeat the list of them?- What is the
rule for connecting words by conJunctions? XI- What other words, besiAes conjunctions and prepositions connect-Do conjunctions ever conuect
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áentencés 'Whenthey appear to connect words onIy ~ Give an example..•.••
Williaro writes and ciphers." Will you parse and'l ciphers'l
XXXI.
OF

INTERJECTIüNS.

What is the meaning of inter,jection?- What are interjections?Will you repeat {rom the list six interjections?-How may an interjection
generaIy be known?-" Ah me" In what case is me?-What rule 01' note
applíes to me? X-"Oh thou," &.a What note applies to thou? XI.
XXXII.
OF THE

AG:aEEl\IENT

o]'

NOU'NS.

Meaning of app08.ition-" J ohn the mechanic." How many persone
are here apoken of ?-Should, then, the two nouns J ohn and rneclwnic, be
in the same 01' a different case?- What is the rulo for this agreement? XV
"Webster the statesrnan" Will you parse statesrnan?" -J ohn the
Baptist wa.sbeheaded."
XXXIII.
OF NOtrNS

USED

INDEPENDENTLY.

H James, your father has come." Which
word hore is the name of
the person addressed? What is the meaning oí to address?
Of what person is a noun when an adehess is mado?- When is a
noun independent?-What
is the rule for tIlo noun put indopendontly?
XVI-In
the sentence, "J ohn, will you assist mo?" wiIIyou parso Jolm?
"Boys, attend to your lessons." "My lords, the time has come whon we
must take some decisive roeaames."

XXXIV.
oE'

NOU'NS IN

THE

CASE ABSOLU'l'E.

"The sun being risen, we set sail." How many words in thia sen~
tence, used independently, are taken togother?- Why is this denominated
the case absolute?-What
is the rule for tho caso absoluto? XVII"Egypt being conquered, Alexander returned to Siria." "The soldiers
entreating, vietory was lost."

xxxv.
OF THE

INFINITIVE

l\100D.

H To confess the truth, "1 was in falllt."
How is to confess used?
Nbte XII- What is the infinitive mood usod forP-How many tenses has
it?-What is its usual sign?-" To convinee you, 1 will continue here till
your returD." "To play is pleasant." What is pleasant?-What, then,ia
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the nominative to is.2-Rule? Note XIII-"
Thou shalt not kill, is
required of all men. What is required?-" To see the sun is pleasant."
Will you parse pleasant? to seef the? sUn? is? - Will you parse the
following exercisesunder Note XIV.
J

'

XXXVI.
AGREEMENT

OF NOONS

AND

PUONOlJNS

WI1'H

YERBS

&.a.

When 1 say, "J ohn and James are here," of how many petsons do
1 speak?-Should we, then, Useis or are?-What
is the rule for are'!
XVIlI-"William
and James run." Will you parse William? andl
James? run?-" Mary and her cousin has come." Why is this incorrecU
"Every twenty four honrs aft'ord to us." What does "twenty four houre
signify, one period of time, or more?- What is wrong, then ?- What ia tha
rule for thia? Note XV.-" The council were divided. Why not was1
Note XVI-When is a noun called collectivef-In
what circunstances
would it be proper to use the verb? Note XVI-Give an example. "A
part of the men were murdered."
JJ

XXXVII.

.

OF NEGAtIVE

AND

AFFIRMATIVE

SENTENCES •

What is the meaning oí negative? affirmativd- What is a negative
sentence? An affirmative one? Give an example of each.-How many
negatives has the phrase. "1 have nothing" and what does it mean ~
Meaning oí "1 have not nothing ?-How many negatives has it?-What
kind of a aentence is. "1 have something"-What
is "1 have not nothing" equal to in expressions?-What, then, can we say oftwo nega:"
tives? Rule XIX- What is a noun ? article? adjective? pronoun? verb?
participIe? adverb? preposition? conjnnction? interjection? common
nonn? proper nonn? definite article? indefinite article ?-How many properties in grammar have nonns ?-How many have verbs?-How many
participles are there-What are they?-When is a verb active?-When
transitive?- When intransitive?-How may it be known?
XXXVIII.
GOVERNMENT

OF TWO OBJECTIVE

CASES AFTEU

SOME YEUBS.

"He taught me grammar." What does this mean?-What,
then, lS
the object oí the verb, and by what is grammar governed?-By what is
me governed?-How many objective cases, then, follow the verb taught?
What rule is given for cases of this description? XX-ce William asked me sorne question." "The French denied him the l)fivilege oí an
American citizen."
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XXXIX.
VIOLATION OF THE NATURAL CONSTRUCTION OF TItE PASStVE \fOICE:.

What is the natural construction of the passÍV'eV'oice,in refereuce
to the object? Give an example. Give an example where the reverse
taken plaee-Where is the objeet placed?-"I
was taught grammar."
Will you parse the following exercises under Rule XXI?
Ofnouns signifying whieh way, how fal' &.8 "He carne home last
May." What does this mean, when more fully expressed?- Will you parse
home'lMay.
Will you parse tho exel'cises nnder Rule XXIl?-"James
lived six years at Boston." "He ran a mile." "J ohn rode that way."What is the note respeeting lilce and unlike? XVIl-"He
is like his
father." How is father parsed? Note XVIl-When
is the conjunction
as used as a relative pronoun? Note XIX-"He
reeeives into his sehool
as many seholars as applied." - When is than consider a pl'eposition?
Note XX. Give an example.

XL.
OF WORDS USED AS DIFFERENT

P ARTS OF SPEECH.

When is t7wt a relative? Give an example - A demonstrative
pronoun ~ Give an example- When a eonjunetion? Give an example.
When is but a preposition? When an adverb? When a eonjunetion ~
Give an example of each-When
is as a relative~ When an adverb1
When a conjunction~ Give an example of each- When is either a conjunction ~When a distributive pronoun ~Give an example of eaeh- When
is both a conjunction~ When an adjective pronoun ~ Give an example of
each-When
is yet a conjunction? When an adverb? Give an example
oí each- When is for a eonjunction ~ When a proposition ~ Give an
example of each.- Whell is what a compound relative? When and interjection? When and interrogative relative pronoun? Give an example oí
each.-When an adjective pronoun~ When a compound pronoun? Give
an example of each- When is then a conjunction? When an adverb? Give
an example of each- When is mueh a noun ~ When an adjeetive? vVhen
anadverb? Give an example of each-When is more a noun? Give an
example.- When are more and most adjectives? V\rhenadverbs? Give an
example of each-" They perfume their garments." " A perfume is a sweet
odor." "They rise early in the morning" "Rufus speak the language of
trutho" "James performed his part well." "A well is a fountain oí
water." "The J ews fast often." "He walks very fasto" "Evil eommunications corrupt good manner." "Desert not a friend."
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XLI.
CONTRACTIONS.

01 tlte A.1lxiliary lIave, also 01 lIad-ce They've forsaken." "I'd gone
when you carne" "I've satisfied myself"-Ol Will and Would-"I'll finish
my work first." "They'd sing songs till midnight, if they were urged."
"He'll at last mind me "-Omissions 01 tlte.Principal Verb alter an Auxiliary-" Stephen wiII go if John wilI." "Susan shall walk, but J ohn
ahall not-Omissions oj tlte Verb to be. "To teach the young idea how to
show." "Sweet the music of birds" "A child of freedom thou."
XLII.
INVERTED

SEN TEN CES.

The nominatlve Oase placea alter tlte Verb-" W ere ever folks so
glad." "Smack went the whip, round, went the wheels." "And in soft
ringlets waved her golden hair "-Tlte Objetive Oase before tlte Verb"And foes to virtue wondered how they wept." "The rolls oí fame 1 will
not now explore." "Me glory summons to the martial scene."
XLIII.
PROSODY.

What is prosodiy?- What is accent?- What is the quantity of a
syllable?- When is a vowel or syllable long?-- When short? Give examples
of each-How much more time does the pronunciation of a long syllable
occupy, than a short one?- What is emphasis?- What are pauses?'Vhat are tones?
XLIV.
PUNTUATION.

What is punctuation?What does the comme represent? the semicolon? the colon? the period?-How
is the comma used? the semicolon?
the colon? the period?--"The fear of the Lord is the beginning ofwisdom."
Does this sentence required a pause in it?- Will you give the rule for
sentences of this kind?-" 1 remember with gratitude his goodness to me."
Will you state how this sentence should be pointed? and the rule for il?
Will you state the exception to this rule?
.
NOTE-Translation "Lovell's United States speaker."

El Catedrático,
MANUEL A.

RESTREPO.

